InSc Academic Department Award Nomination Form

(Only the Details/ Activities during January 2020 to December 2021 must be provided)

Coordinator Name:
Coordinator Designation:
Department:
College / University (with complete address):

Email ID:
Contact Number:

Name, Email Id and Contact Number of HOD:

POs of the department

POEs of the department
Details of the technical events organized by the department during last and present academic year. (Mention only names here)

Details of the grants received by the department (if any) during last and present academic year. (Mention only names here)

Number of research papers published during last and present academic year:
Faculties:
Students:

Number of students placed in reputed companies during last and present academic year:

Number of students cleared GATE, NPTEL:

Details of the Social and cultural activities conducted by the department. (Mention only names here)

Department accreditation (NAAC (if institute is accredited) / NBA, If any)

Number of books published by the faculties during last and present academic year:

Total Number of students at present academic year

Number of teaching faculties:

Number of Professors

Number of Associate professors

Number of Assistant Professors

Number of non teaching faculties

Number of faculties doing Ph.D
Number of faculties with Ph.D

Affiliated to (University):

Recognized by (UGC/AICTE/IE etc..)

I hereby declare that the information given by me in this nomination form is true and ALL THE SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS uploaded is correct to the best of my knowledge. I understand and agree that any false information in the nomination form and uploaded documents may lead to the cancellation of the award in future.

Coordinator Signature

Documents Checklist
(To be uploaded while filling nomination form, put tick mark on the uploaded documents)
1. Award nomination form
2. POs and POEs of the department
3. Result analysis of previous academic year
4. Details of the technical events organized by the department during last and present academic year
5. Details of the grants received by the department (if any) during last and present academic year
6. Details of research papers published during last and present academic year
7. Details of the students placed in reputed companies during last and present academic year
8. Details of the Social and cultural activities conducted by the department
9. Profile of the HOD
10. Proof of accreditation (NAAC/NBA, If any)
11. Details of the students cleared GATE,NPTEL
12. Details of the Books published by faculties and students